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ABSTRACT 
The Housing Environment consist from many different building types, and it continent in side it 
many different educational, background and behaviors according to the families that are living 
on it, And the types of the  residential buildings informed anew advanced building style 
specialized from the traditional housing environment ,in planning ,designing ,and constriction 
buildings. So this Type indicated different solution and it should be updating to the families' 
culture and their environmental, psychosocial needs with mention that it should keep their 
specialization in the hall environment housing. But in this type of housing we have many 
psychosocial effects which may be effect badly; these effects comes from deficiency and in 
complete understanding for the people needs and their characterize, From All that The research 
find that it is very important to identify the characteristics of the building housing types and its 
effectiveness on the social status complementing and social relationships a result of man 
behavior towards the housing environment. 
The problem of the research had been determined by the lack of knowledge framework 
coverage on the extent of integration between housing types and social   reflects which include 
social interaction, communications in the residential complex buildings, and its effectiveness on 
social activates on its different sides, and if it found it will be common and not specific for 
special environment culture.  
The main objective of this research is that the housing is considered as central place effect on 
important for humanities and the housing environment consider as one of the most environment 
related to the human beings as well as our caring to this environment and its specialties and 
cultural for us the successful social interaction. 
   From above, the research has focused on finding clearness approach and analytical for the housing 
building types and identify the effectiveness and its relationship between types on the social life 
status. 
The main hypothesis of this research is that the research expected that there is a relation 
between the housing types and social reflect activities.  
 The detailed hypothesis of the research included three hypotheses which are: 
The First one was "The urban housing planning have a positive effect on the social interaction 
communication". The Second one was "The social interaction communication have a positive 
effect on felling belong to the housing built environment. 
The Third "There is a relation between the housing type and demographical characteristic for the 
living people. 
To improve the research hypothesis it was divided in to three chapters which include the 
theoretical approach of the research, and the final chapter includes the practical analytical 
research approach. The first covered the theoretical framework related the social science and its 
reflexes on city wide social affairs, The second chapters covers same aspects of housing 
environment and unveil same of theoretical studies related to it ,While the third chapters focuses 
on different types of housing environment and description of the relation between its physical 
components.  Then the fourth chapters contain items related to survey methodology and data 
processing and findings, and from The analysis of residential complex housing that are choosing 
to by studied ,the sample contain 60 person how use to live equally  in three complex housing 
And then the research finally comes up with leading to general conclusions and 
recommendations related to the content of the research  that we couldn’t  separate the housing 
building types and and its relationship between types on the social life status. 


